Over the past decade or so, there has been a proliferation of online-only law review–law journal supplements (or “companions”).¹ This has been a welcome trend; the articles tend to be shorter, the editing and publishing process tends to be quicker, and authors now have more opportunities for publication—particularly at the highest levels.²

The name given to such journals is another matter. Uninspired is probably the kindest thing that can be said. Most are obvious (University of Pennsylvania Law Review Online? Yes, we know). Some seem a little self-absorbed (Michigan Law Review First Impressions? How . . . thoughtful). Dead


languages—ironically enough—are surprisingly popular. (Penn State Law Review Penn Statim? Say what?). Something needs to be done. The people in charge of these journals obviously need help.

Enter this Essay, the purpose of which is to provide some ready-to-use names for online law review supplements. These names are divided into two categories, depending on the preference of the journal. The first category consists of a list of terms to simply add to the name of the main journal. The second category consists of stand-alone names for those desiring a cleaner break from the past.3

I. CATEGORY ONE

Simply start with the name of the preexisting journal and add one of the following4 (this Essay will use the name of this journal—The University of Pennsylvania Law Review Online—for illustration):

- University of Pennsylvania Law Review 2 (like ESPN 2) (or for those jurisdictions following the Napoleonic Code, Deux)
- University of Pennsylvania Law Review 13th Floor
- University of Pennsylvania Law Review 19th Hole
- University of Pennsylvania Law Review Afterglow
- University of Pennsylvania Law Review After Dark
- University of Pennsylvania Law Review After Dinner Mints
- University of Pennsylvania Law Review Al Gore (not a lawyer, but he did attend law school after he invented the Internet)
- University of Pennsylvania Law Review Amuse-Bouche
- University of Pennsylvania Law Review Aperitif
- University of Pennsylvania Law Review Appendage (or for the more biblical inclined, Member)
- University of Pennsylvania Law Review Après
- University of Pennsylvania Law Review B Sides
- University of Pennsylvania Law Review BBC Sessions
- University of Pennsylvania Law Review Bis
- University of Pennsylvania Law Review Caboose
- University of Pennsylvania Law Review Couldn’t Decide
- University of Pennsylvania Law Review Cut to the Chase
- University of Pennsylvania Law Review Demi
- University of Pennsylvania Law Review Dessert
- University of Pennsylvania Law Review Dim Sum

3 If anyone has any additional ideas for names, please forward them to me. I could use another article.
4 Of course, one could instead start with something catchy and put the name of the journal at the end, such as Return of, Revenge of, etc. This alternative approach, though, is beyond the scope of this Essay. See also supra note 3 (requesting ideas for additional articles).
University of Pennsylvania Law Review Doggie Bag
University of Pennsylvania Law Review Faux (actually, pretty much anything French sounds impressive)
University of Pennsylvania Law Review Gate Checked (or No More Room in the Overhead Compartment)
University of Pennsylvania Law Review Gluten Free
University of Pennsylvania Law Review Gone Wild
University of Pennsylvania Law Review Grab Bag
University of Pennsylvania Law Review House Guest (or Brother-in-Law, Out of Work Friend, etc.)
University of Pennsylvania Law Review Jetsam
University of Pennsylvania Law Review Junior Varsity
University of Pennsylvania Law Review Last Call
University of Pennsylvania Law Review Lite
University of Pennsylvania Law Review Live
University of Pennsylvania Law Review Minus All of the Really Boring Stuff
University of Pennsylvania Law Review No Tables, But We Have Seating at the Bar
University of Pennsylvania Law Review, Not
University of Pennsylvania Law Review Odds and Ends
University of Pennsylvania Law Review Off Leash
University of Pennsylvania Law Review Outlet Mall
University of Pennsylvania Law Review Outtakes
University of Pennsylvania Law Review Overtime
University of Pennsylvania Law Review Recycle Bin
University of Pennsylvania Law Review Relevant Topics
University of Pennsylvania Law Review Remnants (or Bits, Crumbs, Debris, Dregs, Drippings, Residue, Scraps, etc.)
University of Pennsylvania Law Review Runts
University of Pennsylvania Law Review Seconds
University of Pennsylvania Law Review Selfies
University of Pennsylvania Law Review Smorgasbord
University of Pennsylvania Law Review Snippets
University of Pennsylvania Law Review Special Snowflakes
University of Pennsylvania Law Review Spinnoffs
University of Pennsylvania Law Review Standby Tickets
University of Pennsylvania Law Review Swizzle Sticks
University of Pennsylvania Law Review Third Wheel (or Fifth Wheel, if you are in to RVs)
University of Pennsylvania Law Review Trundle
• University of Pennsylvania Law Review Tyrion (might have to watch “Game of Thrones” to get that one)
• University of Pennsylvania Law Review UHF (for those who remember VHF)
• University of Pennsylvania Law Review Unapproved
• University of Pennsylvania Law Review Uncensored
• University of Pennsylvania Law Review Unchained

II. CATEGORY TWO

These names are intended to stand by themselves.
• Concurring in Part and Dissenting in Part
• Does Anyone Read This?
• Hard to Find Later Because Not in Print
• Hastily Assembled Symposium
• No Article Left Behind
• PENNumbra\footnote{This was actually the name of the online edition of this law review for the first few years of its existence. Online Exclusives, U. PA. L. REV., https://www.pennlawreview.com/online [https://perma.cc/4CK8-RN8F].}
• Post-Tenure Review
• Problems in Search of a Solution (or Solutions in Search of a Problem)
• Rescue Articles
• Second Chances
• The Deuce (with apologies to ESPN 2 supra)
• The Least Dangerous Article
• The Third Drink
• The University of Pennsylvania Law Journal (or Yale Law Review, etc.)
• There Must Be a Point in Here Somewhere
• This Is Not Real Fur

So there you go. Of course, the University of Pennsylvania Law Review would never adopt any of these names for its online supplement, for it only publishes timely, well-written pieces on the most important of topics and would not want its readership to think otherwise. But for everyone else, please view this as an opportunity.